TARGETED ALL-ROUND
FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

KEEP YOUR PRODUCTION SAFE
In case of a fire losing equipment, premises or data is a serious risk. Also having to deal
with production breaks can be detrimental to your business. You can rebuild the production process, but customer relationships and trust to your ability to deliver may be lost
forever. With our fire protection system you are prepared.
OUR SYSTEMS ARE USED E.G. IN:
• mines
• mechanical woodworking industry
• power- and heat plants
(peat, wood chip, pellet and other bio fuels)
• metal dust extraction systems
• rubber and plastic industry
• food industry
• other industries handling combustible dusts
and powders
Our system detects and eliminates the
sources of combustion in production
processes before they cause a fire.
1. The central unit controls simultaneously several
critical points, such as dust extraction ducting, conveyors and engines.
2. In case of flames, sparks or overheating,
a message is sent to the central unit.
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The electric motor of the
fan is protected from
overheating

3. The system extinguishes, and if necessary,
stops the faulty equipment and sets off an alarm.

WHY CUSTOMISED FIRE PROTECTION IS
WORTH ACQUIRING
It prevents damages and production breaks and
quickly pays itself back
What is the cost of repairing overheated equipment? How about the
subsequent damages, such as burnt filters and silos, or a destroyed
factory? How much will a production break cost? And most importantly, will the customers stay during your break?

It reacts before the situation becomes
dangerous
A sprinkler is great for protecting premises, but when it comes to
processes, it is too slow. It does not prevent equipment damage or
production breaks.
A spark can cause a dust explosion with a smouldering front moving
at 1,200 m/s, and thus lead to a nearly uncontrollable reaction. The
Finnish manufacturer Atexon provides extremely fast fire detection
systems, which are able to detect sparks and embers in less than one
thousandth of a second. Thanks to these systems, extinguishing can
be done before the dust explodes.

PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS IN TIME. INVEST IN
A COST-EFFECTIVE AND
RELIABLE PROTECTION
Make an appointment and we’ll analyse your production process free of
charge. We will plan optimised fire prevention solutions for you and give you
an offer.
The Atexon spark detection system provided by J&T Technology is ATEX certified for zone 20, and it complies with
the CEA regulations.

A faulty bearing or overloading may lead to an overheated electric
engine, however, the heat can be detected in time before it creates
more damage. Overheated equipment is stopped automatically, and
a signalling system sends a message to the production personnel.
Different signalling techniques can be used depending on the processes. Carbon monoxide detectors are perfect for protecting silos
and flame detectors for protecting open production processes. Spark
detectors work well when protecting closed processes, and similarly
heat guards are good when preventing fires caused by overheating.
We’ll provide you with a solution that can e.g. stop overheated fans
and electric engines before any damages. Atexon manufacture spark
detectors that detect and extinguish flying sparks within the ducting in
one thousandth of a second. Also available for protecting your cold
exterior premises: Atexon sensors have been tested in frosty conditions of -40°C. A battery ensures that the detection works in case of
an electrical failure.

Make sure your processes are protected now
and in the future
We always familiarise ourselves carefully with the customer’s process
and plan the best detection and extinguishing system for that process.
An optimised extinguishing system works with the least interference to
the process. The system can be expanded when your needs change.
Out turn-key delivery includes a needs analysis, installation, implementation with training and a maintenance agreement. We deliver
when it suits you, for example during an outage.

Clear and easy to use
Atexon´s fire prevention systems are known for their ease of use. Fast
delivery of spare parts and a 24/7 maintenance service safeguard
the operability of the system in all situations.
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